[Semantic processing of words in selective listening: an examination using recognition tests and event-related brain potentials].
Two experiments were conducted to investigate the degree of semantic processing for unattended words. In a dichotic listening task, each participant was required to attend selectively to either a word sequence in one ear or a speech passage in the opposite ear. The selective listening was confirmed by attenuated P1-N1 and N400 waves of the event-related brain potential to unattended words. The N400 attenuation with semantic priming was observed only for attended words. In a following recognition test with a booklet and auditory presentation, the percentage of false alarms for "new" words (or lures) semantically related to "old" words was higher when the "old" words were attended in selective listening than when unattended. These findings suggest that selective attention can act before and/or at a level of semantic processing.